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ABSTRACT

The effects of a fast capacitor discharge on iron, molybdenum, boron nitride,

and quartz rods have been studied. Methods of energy transfer to the rods are

discussed. Evidence is presented for production of the e phase of iron, indicating

a pressure of at least 130 kilobars.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern high pressure research has been applied to a number of geophysical

problems. 8 , 42, 54 Experiments with static pressure devices have been success-

ful in duplicating the pressure and temperature regimes of the crust and upper

mantle. In the lower mantle and core, pressures of 400 up to 3600 kilobars and

temperatures of 1500 to 6000'K are encountered.8, 30 Static devices have been

unable to produce pressures greater than 500 kb., and the pressure-temperature

relation of the earth can only be reproduced to 100 Kilobars. Shock waves,

however, are able to produce pressures as high as 5 megabars.22 Although the

pressure-temperature relationship cannot be varied in shock waves, it is

believed to be similar to that of the earth.40 The disadvantages of s~hock com-

pression are one-dimensional strain and short duration. A new means of pressure

production, utilizing an electric pinch, is described in this paper. This method

may be useful in supplementing shock wave data in the range of 100-500 Kilobars.

t DIRECTION OF CURRENT

ELECTROS FORCE v x
LORENTZMRC 9'VX

MA6NET/C F/ELD

Fig. 1 - Geometry of pinch phenomenon.

The pinch effect results from the Lorentz force,

-4 4+
= qv x B,

acting on the current carrying electrons in a discharge. It can be seen from

Fig. 1 that this force is inward. It results in a pressure which is proportional
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to the square of the current

The experiments described in this paper were conducted with a capacitor

discharge apparatus capable of producing currents exceeding 106 amperes. The

work reported at this time is still incomplete; however, evidence for pinch pressure

above 130 kilobars has been obtained.

.4



2. RELATED RESEARCH

2.1 Exploding wires

For several years there has been a considerable interest in "exploding wire"

phenomenal 4 ' 15, 16 because of engineering applications, such as explosive

detonators, 17 magnetic field compression, 45 and particle accelerators, 9 and

because of the theoretical challenges presented by interpretation of the observations.

In most exploding wire experiments, small diameter (a few mils) wires are

vaporized by large current pulses(up to 106 amps) generated by capacitor discharges.

These experiments probably produce pressures up to several hundred kilobars;

however, pressures inside of an exploding wire have not been measured. Outward

travelling symmetric stress waves of 30 kilobars29 and temperatures of 105 C33

have been reported.

Schenk and Linhart have attempted to produce high magnetic fields by flux

compression with an electrically imploded foil.45 Usually, explosives are used

for this purpose, and fields up to 2 x 106 gauss (corresponding to a pressure of

160 kilobars) have been produced. 28,38 The maximum field which Schenk and

Linhart obtained was 105 gauss (corresponding to a pressure of 0.4 kilobars).

Most of the theoretical work treats problems peculiar to exploding wires.

For this case, the wire is joule heated by a uniformly distributed current until

melting occurs.6 Then a vaporization-expansion wave propagates into the wire

at a speed of several hundred meters per second, converting the melted material

to a dense metal vapor.5 Conduction ceases until the vapor expands enough for

the residual capacitor voltage to break down the gap between the electrodes;

conduction, in this stage, is through the outer regions of the plasma sheath

surrounding the wire.36 Confinement thus has an important effect on the later

discharge. 41
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There is one fundamental difference between exploding wires and the rods

used in our experiments. The skin depth for current penetration is approximately

S =/fp / 7r V k

Here, p = resistivity, k, = 4 1r x 10 7 h/m, v = frequency, and d = wire dia-

meter. For exploding wire work s , d, whereas in our experiments s<< d.

2. 2 Plasma Confinement

Many attempts have been made to confine hot plasmas with pinch pressure.

At one time it was believed that a linear pinch device might be successful in

containing a nuclear fusion reaction,44 but it is now thoughtthat such pinches

are intrinsically too unstable. 5 0

In the typical plasma pimch experiment, the discharge is through a gas, the

pinch is stabilized by an axial magnetic field, the current diameter is of the order

of centimeters, and the exterior pressure, B 2/2 jO, is not large. The experiments

of Komelkov provide a feeling for the scale involved.36 In these experiments, a

130 p f capacitor bank producing peak currents of 9 x 105 amperes was used.

Typical plasma motions, recorded with a Kerr-cell camera, were around 5 x 106

cm/sec. Figure 2 shows the course of a discharge observed by Komelkov.

/1A JEC 214Jc 6.4Ee C AJEC( j6EC S6EC

4A,
o' H-i tl>0 H>' 0 H>'t 0

Fig. 2 - Plasma motions in a discharge. Initial pressure 1 mm Hg. H is
the magnetic field. (from reference 36)

The smallest current cords which Komelkov observed were around 1 cm
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diameter. Assuming that the maximum current went through this cord, the

corresponding pressure (our calculation) was less than 100 atm. Komelkov

estimates the maximum pressure to have been 109 dynes/cm2 (1000 atm) at the

center of the discharge.

Further research by Folkierski and Lathane27 has shown the existence of

converging shock waves in such discharges. Koppendorfer37 has shown that only

a conducting gas is compressed by magnetic pressure.

More recently, attempts at plasma confinement have concentrated on toroidal

pinches lasting for many milliseconds. These experiments bear very little

relation to phenomena likely to occur with our apparatus.



3. APPARATUS

The energy bank consists of eight 15pf, 3000 joule, 20 kilovolt Tobe Deutsch-

mann Laboratories low inductance capacitors, arranged symmetrically about

octagonal aluminum plates, as shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3 - Photograph of the capacitors and aluminum plates.

Each capacitor is triggered separately by a sparkgap. In early experiments

frequent prefiring presented a problem, but this has been largely eliminated by

careful attention to the condition of the gaps. Simultaneity of the discharges,

however, is only achieved for capacitor voltages above 16 kilovolts.

The aluminum plates are 3/8 inch thick, and are separated by 0.060 inches

of mylar insulation. The sample holder assembly is inserted in the center of

the plates; figure 4 is a diagram of this assembly. The inside diameter of the

boron nitride cylinder could be varied. In most of the experiments a 5mm diameter

hole (not shown in the figure) passed through the sample holder; the hole was 2mm off

center and inclined at 200. This hole was originally drilled to enable entry and

exit of a laser beam; it was retained for later experiments to allow hot gases to

escape. Indeed, sparks issuing from it once started a fire in some empty boxes
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10 feet away.

Hardened steel slugs are inserted in the phenolic blocks behind the electrodes

in order to prevent erosion of the blocks by the blasts. The phenolic blocks are

pressed together by a pair of heavy anvils. The current path is through the aluminum

plates, the copper annuluses, the .010 inch copper disc electrodes, and the sample.

After each shot metal deposits have to be filed off the steel inserts, and the phenolic

blocks have to be replaced or repaired after four or five shots. Especially violent

explosions (resulting from high energy density or loose assembly) often cause severe

damage to all parts of the sample chamber and mylar insulation. For this reason,

the chamber and center plate sections were designed for easy disassembly and

replacement.

Fig. 4 - Sample chamber
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Fig. 5 - A capacitor circuit

The voltage between the plates was monitored with a Science Accessories

Corporation model 003 high voltage probe. The probe signals were recorded

wi th Tektronix models 547 and 555 oscilloscopes. Figure 6 is a reproduction

of a typical signal. The voltage across the individual capacitors could be inde-

pendently measured wi th a 400 megaohm voltage divider constructed for that

purpose.

I I

Fig. 6 - Typical oscillograph; copper coated 4mm BN rod. 8 capacitors,
19.8 kV, 2 p sec/div. The dotted portions of the waveform could not
be read on the photograph.

Copper coops were inserted between the mylar sheets. For a symmetric

current distribution, the voltage induced around the loops was proportional todi
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However, only in the few experiments in which all eight capacitors were fired

could the signal from the loops be interpreted.

Fig. 7 - Geometry for inductance calculation.

The inductance of the sample and aluminum plates can be calculated.

illustrates the geometry and defines the symbols used in the calculation.

We may write,

n0r

B 27~r andL =- 3t IT

Thus,

L= I-I DL 27 n r
L +

p

We first calculate the contribution from the aluminum plates, which is

independent of the sample diameter:

No 6 D
L = 0 n - 747 nanohenries.

p 27 D2
(2)

Figure 7

= B - dS.

(1)
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The contribution from the sample chamber is

a 62 D2
L 2 ln = 12.9 nh for a 4mm diameter sample. (3)s 217r r

Therefore, the total inductance of the sample and plates is 13.6 nh for a

4mm diameter sample. The resistance of the rod is small compared to this:

let p be the resistivity, t the length, s the skin depth, T the discharge period,

and r the radius. Then

R = ; s pT (4)
s 17s (r - s) p T

For r = 2mm and T = 8 x 10- 6, equations (4) give R = .75 x 10-3 ohm. This

should be compared with u)L which is ~ 10.7 x 10-3 ohm. Also, for this case,

6
R/L = .055 x 106.

The inductance of a spark gap is calculated to be 6.7 nh. The rated inductance

of a capacitor is 5 nh. This makes a total source inductance, L0 , of 11.7 nh.

The uncertainty in this figure is about 20% because the current distribution in the

spark gaps is not well known and the capacitor inductance rating is approximate.

In an RLC discharge,

I = e3 j ,

and LU= W + jU; (5)
r /

o = R/2L, orJR
I r LC 4L2

The period of an oscillatory discharge in our system should, thus, be given by

TJ1 R ---LT = - 21 2r LC

4L
(6)

= 2 n C (L +NL)
0 0

where C9 = 15 p f, Lo = 11.7 nhl, L is given by equations (1) through (3), and
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N is the number of capacitors fired. Values of T, calculated from equation (6),

are given in Table 1.

Table 1 - Values of the discharge time T, calculated from equation (6), for a
4mm diameter sample.

N T (psec)

1 3.86

2 4.80

3 5.56

4 6.28

5 6.88

6 7.42

7 7.95

8 8.45

| | I | | I

0 1 2 a +

lU 5EC

Fig. 8 - Oscillograph of discharge through 4mm dia. Fe rod. 1 capacitor,
14.3 kV.

The discharge period measured on the oscilloscope was often two or three times

less than the value predicted by equation (6). Figure 8 shows a discharge through

a 4mm iron rod with only one capacitor. In this experiment, the rod was not at all

damaged. Applying equation (5) to the first portion of the oscillograph, we can

calculate R/L - .66 x 106 , and L a1 nh. Figure 9 shows a discharge at higher
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energies in which the rod was destroyed. Even in this case, T f 1.5 psec, from

which L T 2/4r2C 6nh.

Fig. 9 - 4mm hollow Fe rod. 6 capacitors at 16 kV. (Missing sections of
the curve did not register on the original photograph.)

The discrepancy between observed and predicted values of T is significant.

An error of the required magnitude in the calculated inductance seems unlikely.

Since several oscilloscopes were used at various times, scope miscalibration is

also unlikely. Oscillograph traces from both the voltage probe and copper loops

indicated similar periods. It is possible that either the probes or the oscillo-

scopes responded to a high frequency parasitic source; fortunately, the analysis

of the results does not depend critically on exa ct knowledge of the voltage waveform.

The charge stored in the capacitors is

Q = CV = NCOV.

Therefore, the maximum charge in the capacitor bank is:

Omx = 8 x 15 x 10-6 x 20 x 103
QmaxSl lO 2O O

= 2.4 coulombs,

and the stored energy is

1 2U - NC V.
2 o

Umax = 24, 000 joules

= 5760 calories = 18000 ft-1bs.
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The current, I (t), flowing through the circuit is

I (t) = = -UQ. sin ot.

1 1 2 TT

average -2 T o

I = NC V.
max T o

The uncertainties in the discharge period make calculation of the current difficult.

The highest current that has been recorded is 5 x 106 amperes. The oscillograph

for that shot is reproduced in figure 10. However, the value of T from Table 2,

corresponding to N = 6, gives a current of 1.2 x 106 ampere for this shot.

Fig. 10 - 4mm dia. iron rod, initial temp. 80 0K. 6 capacitors, 16.2 kV.
(Missing portions of the curve in this reproduction were too light
on the actual photograph to trace with confidence.)

The magnetic field is calculated from Ampere's Law.

2rrB = p 0 I,

p I -7
B~ 4o = 4 x 10-

2rTr d I (MKS).

In order to minimize the current diameter, many of the rods were tightly confined

in boron ni-ride sleeve cylinders. Figure 10 is a record of such a shot; the field

calculated from the measured period is 5 x 106 gauss, but the predicted field is

1.2 x 106 gauss.



The pinch pressure associated with the magnetic field is

2 0

p=o 1 2 r8 T7 r

2 2
2p.N C0 V

P = 2_ _ _ _

max 2T2d2

For C = 15pf, d = a mm, V'=kV, and T = Tu sec, Pmax becomes:

2 -,2
P 5. 66 NV
max Z2T2

For example, r = 8, N = 8, V = 20, and Z= 3 gives Pmax
= 252 kilobars.

The pressure calculated from the oscillograph shown in figure 10 is 1030 kilobars.

Unfortunately, that rod was completely vaporized. Figure 11 shows the predicted

pressure obtainable at 20 kV for 4mm and 2mm diameter rods.

450

350

306

150

/00

2 mm.

NIUM6ER OF CAPACITOR3

Figure 11 - Maximum pressure possible in 2mm and 4mm diameter rods.
Calculated from equations (6) and (7) and table 2.

kilobars.

17.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

The principal objective of the experimental investigations was to determine

the applicability of the Z-pinch device to high pressure research. To this end,

five groups of experiments have been carried out:

a) Energy studies - the first series of experiments were performed to discover

what factors determine whether a given rod is destroyed in a discharge. These

early experiments can be combined with data from later ones to indicate how

energy is deposited in the sample.

b) Laser interaction - a few experiments were performed in order to observe

the interaction of a laser beam with the plasma surrounding the rod.

c) High pressure effects in iron - attempts were made to produce the 130

kbar transition in iron. These efforts have apparently been successful.

d) Experiments with boron nitride - attempts were made to produce the high

pressure phases of this substance. No evidence of success has been obtained.

e) Experiments with quartz - attempts were made to produce high pressure

and/or high temperature phases of quartz. The results have been ambiguous.

These investigations are described in detail in the remainder of this section.

4.1 Energy deposition

The first experiments, under the supervision of Professor Francis Bitter,

studied the effect of the discharge on various diameter molybdenum and stainless

steel rods. At that time, only four capacitors were available, limiting the

energy to 12, 000 joules (2870 calories).

One immediately obvious fact was the confinement of the current to the skin

depth, which is roughly given by the usual expression s = 2 . Figure 12

is aphotomicrographof a molybdenum rod, showing regions of undisturbed metal,

recrystallized melt, and recrystallized vapor. The oval-shaped intrusion is
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copper colored; in the experiment, the nearest copper electrode was 1/2 inch

away from where the picture was taken.

Fig. 12 - Photomicrograph of a 5. Imm diameter Mo rod, after a discharge
with 4 capacitors at 20 kilovolts. 250X

Only six sizes of rods were used. These samples were loosely confined in

7. 15 mm diameter boron nitride cylinders; there were no holes in the sample

chamber. Figure 13 shows how the discharge affected the rods. The experi-

mental parameter used in figure 13 is energy/unit volume. The importance of

this quantity in determining the effect of the discharge is demonstrated in

figure 14.
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12(68A I
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2.3 5 b 1

DIAME7E/A

S, STEEL

0
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'

I 2 3 - 6

(mm)

Fig. 13 - Effect of the
discharge on molybdenum
and stainless steel rods.

Open circles represent
very little damage, half
open circles are badly
damaged but not broken,
filled circles represent
complete destruction.

Q' is the energy required
tom melt the rods (calcu-
lated on page 23).

Fig. 14 - Effect on 4mm dia.
annealed, tightly confined Armco
iron rods. The energies required
to melt and vaporize the rod are
shown.

3,2 KJOULES 21.6 -

0

7

NumBER 0OF CA PACITO Rd

Fig. 15 - Effects on all 4mm diameter
iron rods. Group 1 were neither annealed
nor confined. Group 2 are those shown
in figure 14.

GRouP I GRouP2.

Figure 15 shows the results obtained with all of the 4mm rods which have

been fired. The rods in Group 1 disintegrated at considerably lower energy

levels than those in Group 2.

0

0
0

0

0

I
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The energies required to melt and vaporize molybdenum and iron rods are
calculated as follows:

For molybdenum:

melting point = 2890 0K
H(1, 2890) - H(s, 293) =6,940 calories (ref. 34) 1
Therefore Q' = 2.69x10 cal/mole x (95.95 gm/mole) x 10.22 gm/cc

m = 2.87 kilocalories/cc = 12.0 kilojoules/cc.

For iron (and stainless steel)

melting point = 1812 0 K
H (1, 1812) - H (s, 293) = 137.68 kcal/mole (ref. 34) -1
Therefore Q'=17.68x10 cal/mole x (55.85 gm/mole) x 7.87 gm/cc

= 2.49 kcal/cc = 10.4 kj/cc = 3.32 kj/4mm dia rod.

boiling point = 3000 0 K
heat of fusion at 18120 = 1598 cal/gm = 12.63 kcal/cc (ref. 38)
H (g, 3000) - H (g, 1812) = 7000 cal/mole = .975 kcal/cc (ref . 24)
Therefore Q' = heat required to vaporize = 16.12 kcal/cc = 67.5 kj/cc

= 21.6 kj/4mm dia rod.

Consideration of these calculations and the observations recorded in figure 15

seems to justify the following conclusions:

a) Unless the rod is broken, only a small portion of the energy in the capacitor

bank is deposited in it. -

b) Complete vaporization of 4mm rods is energetically impossible, even in

cases where the rod was completely destroyed.

c) The effect of confinement on a rod is to increase the energy required to

destroy it.

The first of these conclusions can be explained theoretically by adopting a

model in which the current progressively melts outer layers of the rod and

moves inward. We let

Z (r) = R + w(L + L )

equal the impedance for conduction through a solid rod of radius r. LP, Ls, and

Rs are given by equations 2, 3, and 4:
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Z (r)= +rL (r)+oL
1 rs(2r - s) s p

The impedance for conduction through a melted cylindrical shell of outer

radius r and inner radius r is

TTs( 2 r0 -s) + L (r 0 ) + uL for r0 - r > s

z2 (r) = (8)

P t,m

2 2 + L (r ) + uL forr - r < s.

In order to evaluate (8), the resistivity for liquid iron at high temperatures must

be known. F.D. Bennet obtained the resistivity for an exploding copper wire as

a function of specific energy: pm did not increase much above 150 x 10-8 ohm-in

until vaporization began.6 Therefore, the use of the handbook value of the resisti-

vity of liquid iron, 139 x 10-8 ohm-in (ref 39), seems justified in this case.

'
re-io- 

172

100

III

.5132

N 12-

N 2$

'ir) rnm

Fig. 16 - Solution of Z (r) = Z2 (r). Z' Z -Lp is plotted.

Figure 16 represents a graphic solution of the equation Z 1 (r) = Z2 (r) for two

different values of T. In both cases the solution, rc, is slightly underestimated

because the increase in the resistivity of solid iron with temperature has not
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been taken into account. Since rc is appreciably less than two, it has been

demonstrated that the current will be shunted by the outer melted material after

only a small penetration into the solid rod.

The explanation for conclusions (b) and (c) could be that instabilities in

the plasma sheath formed around the rod are chiefly responsible for its destruction.

When the rods are confined, the plasma is suppressed. Destruction occurs if

the scale of plasma instabilities reaches a critical size and can overcome the

strength of the rod. Several exploding wire observations support this hypothesis. 25,26

4.2 Preliminary experiments with a laser

In a few experiments, the dense plasma which results when a rod is

vaporized was studied with an helium-neon laser. For this purpose, a 5mm hole

was drilled through the sample chamber shown in figure 4; the hole was 2mm off

center and inclined at a 200 angle. The intensity of light emerging from the sample

chamber was measured with a photomultiplier tube.

Fig. 17 - Oscillograph of laser
experiment. Upper trace is the
photomultiplier voltage, lower
trace is the voltage probe.

.062 inch steel rod fired wi th
1 capacitor at 14 kV.

Figure 17 shows the oscillograph record from one of these shots. The

attenuation of the laser signal is caused by the expanding plasma column. The

plataus in the photomultiplier output at current maxima suggest that the

expansion of the plasma is retarded by pinch pressure.
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4.3 Experiments with iron

1200 I

a CHROMEL-ALUMEL THERMOCOUPLE

0 PLAIINUM-PLAIINUM o% RaoDIUM
1000 - THERMOCOUPLE

I CORRECTED TEMPERATURES AND

(fCC) PIREsuRE5
Too -

100 -

200-

0 50 100 50 200

(Kbar)

12
Fig. 18 - Phase diagram of iron. (from ref. 12)

Figure 18 shows the phase diagram for iron. The three principal phases are

labeled a( body centered cubic), y (face centered cubic), and E (hexagonal

closest packed). The e phase was first produced in shock experiments, and

was the classic example of a 2-wave structure caused by a phase transition.4

The temperature variation of the transition has been followed by Johnson et. al.

dynamically32 and by Drickamer24 and Bundy12 statically.

A number of metallographic studies have been done on'the effects of shock

waves in iron. 3 2 ' 4 7 ,4 8 Figures 19 and 20 illustrate the difference in appearance

between stock annealed iron and iron which has been shocked above 130 kilobars.

The lines crossing the ferrite grains are mechanical twins,or Neumann bands.

These are characteristically produced by shear in iron; however, no other process

produces them in such quantity as shock loading above 130 kilobars.
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I I0

. . -*

74~

Fig. 19 - Microstructure of Fig 20 - Microstructure of iron
untransformed iron. 192X (ref. which has been shocked through the
32) e stability region. 192X (ref. 32)

The angular distribution of the twin markings make it clear that they are

associated with the shock compression (and not the shock rarefaction). Smith

found that the angular distribution of twins has a maximum at 200 angle to the

47
shock direction.

The effect of shock loading above 130 kilobars can be most dramatically

seen when the rarefaction wave from a free surface cancels the compressionwave, as illustrated in figures 21 and 22. A hardness increase of 10% occurs
across this interface, as shown in figure 23.
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Fig. 21 - Shock reflection from a
free surface. (ref. 47)
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Fig. 22 - Resulting discontinuity in
microstructure. Armco
iron. 1OOX (ref. 47)
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In our preliminary experiments, seven 4mm diameter Armco iron rods were

fired at various combinations of voltage and capacitance. The choice of 4mm for

the diameter was unfortunate, in view of the predicted pressures of figure 11.

However, examination of the figure shows that only small current penetration

will enable pressures greatly exceeding 130 kilobars to be produced; such current

penetration is predicted by the solution of equation (9).

It was the procedure in these and subsequent experiments to subject the rods

to the largest possible energy without causing complete destruction; the remaining

portions were then analysed for metallographic evidence of a phase transition.

The maximum energy which the rods could absorb without disintqgrating was found

to be 11.5 kilojoules. Figure 24 illustrates these observations.

,+nm iOW RODS

(INTACT
6& D ANMAED**

OT

* 0

A

2 + b 0 18 20
KLO VOLX5

Fig. 24 - Response of 4mm Armco
rods. Loose confinement; no holes.
Circles have same meaning as in
fig. 13.

Fig. 25 - Stock Armco iron. 200X
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Fig. 26 - Armco iron rod
after discharge with 6
capacitors at 15 kV. 200X

The microstructure of the rods (shown in figures 25 and 26)indicates that a

phase transformation took place: the grains have been completely reformed. This

cannot result from applying stresses or temperature for short times unless the

material has recrystallized. It is possible, however, that the transition sequence

has been a - y -+a instead of a-+ e - y. Note that the a, y, and e lattices

(bcc, fcc, hcp) can be derived from one another by simple atomic displacements.

These reactions can occur exceedingly fast7' 32 and by a martensitic mechanism. 7 ' 47

The a -4y -+a sequence seems an improbable explanation for the transformed

microstructure because iron rods which were fired at slightly lower pressure

levels do not show any restructuring, even in the outer regions. Figure 27 shows

such a shot. Figures 28 and 29 illustrate the effects of high temperature on the

end of the rod shown in figure 27. Arcing at the rod-electrode junction created

sufficient heat to melt part of the copper discs. Thus, the surface shown in

figure 28 was in contact with a 1000 0C heat reservoir during and after the discharge,

and the a -y-+a transition sequence is expected to have occurred. Small grain

size and carbon precipitation distinguish the resulting microstructure from that
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Fig. 27 - 4mm annealed Armco
rod. After 7 capacitors, 14kV
10OX

4

The heat flow into the rod can be evaluated with the equation

-T 2T - ! -(r BT). (10)
B t r ar ar

The exact solution involves the Bessel junctions Jo. In order to estimate the

order of magnitude of the temperature rise, equation (10) is evaluated with

the approximation.

of figures 26, 31 and 36.

29.

Now&
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AI X

Fig. 28 - Microstructure of rod
shown in figure 27 at the electrode
junction. lOOX

Fig. 29 - Same as figure 28. 500X

AT -AT

Ax

2
In this relation, a is the mean thermal diffusivity of iron, about .10 cm / sec

(ref. 49). AT < 5000*C; Ax -. 1 cm.

At 10 x 5 x 10 = 5 x 10 */sec.
10

It is apparent from the oscillographs that the discharges never last longer

than about 20 p sec. In this short time, the rod cannot heat significantly. It

may be possible, nevertheless, that sufficient heat is stored in the plasma to

heat the rod after the current has ceased. In order to reduce the possibility of

this occurring, the remainder of the experiments were carried out With the 5mm

ventilating holes which had been installed for the laser studies.

U.
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Microhardness measurements were made on the rods shown in figures 25

and 26; the Vicker's hardness decreased by about 10% as a result of the discharge.

This has been attributed in release of internal stresses caused by machining or

inhomogeneities in the stock.

The experiments were repeated with three modifications: the iron rods were

annealed, the rods were fit snugly into the BN cylinders (see fig. 4), and the 5mm

ventilating holes were present. As discussed in section 5. 1, one effect of these

changes was to hinder the disintlgration of the rods.

.W 
J

-A '

Fig 30-4manae*rnrd .3 - 4mm~ aneaerdafe

7 "1

100X discharge, 6 capacitors, 16.5 kV. 100X

Figure 30 shows an example of the annealed stock. Figure 31 shows the

microstructure of the only one of the recovered rods which showed evidence of

a phase transition; in this sample the disturbed grains were clearly concentrated

along the axis. This is consistent with a pressure effect (as opposed to a

temperature effect ). Unfortunately, the sample could not be photographed

with a sufficiently low power microscope to show this concentration. The micro-
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hardness of the rod shown in figure 31 was about 10% higher than that of the

annealed stock.

In an attempt to reduce the final temperature, rods were cooled to liquid

nitrogen temperature prior to firing. Although the additional heat required to

raise the iron to a high temperature was small, the experiment was simple for

us to do. The main result of cooling was apparently to increase the conductivity

(or increase the brittleness), for the energy required to destroy the rods was

reduced.

It was clear from even casual inspection of damaged rods that destruction

occurred largely at the ends; the top and bottom of the rods would frequently be

broken away, and the copper electrodes near the rods were often melted.

Therefore, some flanged samples, shown in figure 32, were manufactured.
,5

INC-I

.020_

INCH HOU / INC H
14- 0

IC/ . 3 t $ 6 7 9

Fig. 32 - Designe of flanged Fig. 33 - Response of flanged samples.
armco iron samples. (Symbols are explained in figure 13)

These samples were also annealed and had holes drilled in them. (The holes

were filled with silver powder, and after the experiment the powder was examined

for evidence of melting. The powder was fused after the experiments; however,

pressure alone can fuse powder, and clear conclusions could not be drawn. )
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The flanged samples were found to disintegrate at slightly lower energy levels

than straight rods, as shown in figure 31. However, in complete contrast to the

straight rods, these samples disappeared from the center, sometimes leaving the

top and bottom flanges undamaged and the copper electrodes reusable. The lower

disintegration threshold is attributed to higher current densities. Because of the

lower thresholds and some prefires, the highest pressure which was obtained

with these rods was with 4 capacitors at 14.6 kV. This specimen was accidently

ground too far during metal.lographic polishing; only the outer regions could be

studied, and there was no evidence of a phase transition.

I jRON

* gFig. 34 - Insulated iron sample.

o*. M.OLY8 DENUM

The latest and most sophisticated sample design employed is shown in figure 34.

At present only one experiment has been carried out with this modification. The

level was 18 kV and 8 capacitors; no oscilloscope record was obtained because of

prefire. Even at such a high energy, the rod remained intact. Assuming a

discharge time of 8 p sec, the resulting pressure was over 250 kilobars. Evidence

for a phase transition was clearly present. Figures 35 and 36 show photomicrographs

of the stock metal and the iron rod after the discharge. Figure 37 illustrates an

increase in hardness of about 20%.
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Fig. 35 - Annealed stock.
75X

Fig. 36 - Two views of the sample shown if figure 34 after discharge with
8 capacitors, 18kV.

100X 500X
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In this

iron rod to

sample it is less likely that enough heat could have flowed into the

cause the a-+y transition. The heat flow across the boron nitride is

Q =K-- = 650 cal/cm2 - sec

using K = .05 cal cm 3/ sec*C, AT = 2600'C (correspondong to the melting point

2
of molybdenum), and Ax = .2 cm. The area 2TTr is 3.2 cm2. For iron, ps =.82 cgs,

thus

AT- AAt. A = 7800*/sec
p sVQ

Since the sample was unconfined, there was no arcing, and ventilating holes wer

present, there could have been no source of heat existing for longer than a few

microseconds.

As a check on this analysis, two of the samples shown in figure 32 were

instrumented with a chromel-alumel thermocouple in place of the iron rod. The

thermocouple was connected to an oscilloscope through a relay which closed abo

.5 seconds after the capacitors were fired.

In the first thermocouple experiment, some of the eight capacitors prefired

at 13 kV; those remaining were fired about 30 seconds later. Thermocouple

e

it .

0 20 +0 60

Fig. 37 -
Microhardness of
the rods shown in
figures 35 and 36.
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records taken during the firing sequence showed a rise in temperature of less

than 1004C. The next shot was with eight capacitors at 16 kV. Unfortunately, a

carelessly positioned shielding cable shunted part of the current, resulting in

considerable damage to the mylar insulation sheets. The sample broke (probably

because of the asymmetrical current distribution), and the thermocouple was

destroyed.

Additional experiments with thermocouples are desirable, and will hopefully

be completed soon. However, the metallographic and theoretical analyses seem

sufficient to conclude that the high pressure phase of iron has been produced.

4.4 Experiments with boron nitride

WURTZITE

8 N
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3 - WuftTE
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ZINC BLENDE
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Fig. 38 - Phase diagram
of boron nitride.
(from Ref. 13)
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The phase diagram of boron nitride, as determined in static experiments, is

shown in figure 38., As marked on the diagram, ordinary hexagonal boron nitride

transforms to a high pressure wurtzite structure at about 120 kilobars; figure

39 shows how these two structures are related. The cubic phase of BN is

similar to the diamond phase of carbon; these substances are the two hardest

materials known. 4 6

Fig. 39 - Relation of ordinary
and wurtzite boron nitride.

BORON NITRIDE

The high pressure polymorph has been produced in shock experiments by

Al'tshuler;2 he also observed that the high pressure phase did not recrystallize

to the "graphite" phase when the pressure was released. Because of the

rapidity of the transition, and because the high pressure form can be recovered,

boron nitride was selected for experiments with our apparatus.

The first series of experiments are described in Table 3. In the table,

Cu stands for rods which were electroplated with copper, ss stands for rods

pressed into stainless steel tubes, pf stands for prefire (which means that no

oscilloscope record was obtained). Two types of chambers were used:

A = Apiezon stuffed into the guard ring around the sample, and N = nylon cylinder

in place of the usual boron nitride one (see figure -4); nh stands for no 5mm holes.
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Table 2 - Boron nitride experiments, first series. N, V, T have the same
meaning as in equation 7. Other abbreviations are defined in the text.

BN dia (mm) sleeve chamber N V T

BI 2.6 ss A 4 16 1.5

B2 2.4 Cu A 6 16.5 1.5

B3 2.4 Cu A 6 16.5 1.5

B4 2.6 ss N 7 11 pf

B5 2.6 s N 7 13 pf

B6 2.4 Cu N 8 15.5 pf

B7 2.4 Cu N 8 17 pf

B8 2.4 Cu N 8 19.8 4

In these and subsequent experiments, the BN rods were broken but

easily recognizable among the debris in the sample chamber. Fragments of

the rods were ground, and Debye-Scherrer patterns were obtained. The "d"

values were compared with those given by Bundy13 for the cubic and wurtzite forms.

Only in B8 were peaks corresponding to cubic BN identifiable. However, a check

of contaminates revealed that copper has the same structure and unit cell

dimensions, and hence the same Debye-Scherrer pattern as cubic boron nitride.

Therefore, the experiments were repeated with stringent precautions against

copper contamination. Only stainless steel encased BN rods were used, and

the copper electrodes were replaced with stainless steel discs. Table 3 gives

the parameters:
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Table 3 - Boron nitride experiments,
in Table 2.)

second series. (Symbols are defined

B9

B10

B11

B12

BN dia (mm)

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

sleeve

ss

ss

ss

ss

chamber

N

N

N, nh

N

N V

-15

17.2

19.0

19.5

The pressures generated in samples B1O, Bli, and B12, using equation 7,

were 185, 117, and 220 kilobars. However, the X-ray patterns showed no trace

of any high pressure phase of BN in these samples. There are three alternative

conclusions:

a) Large overdriving or shear stresses, which are absent in our exper-

iments, are required to transform boron nitride in short times.

b) The thickness of the stainless steel cylinders inhibited pressure

transmission to the rods.

c) High pressures were not achieved.

Figure 39 shows the shock Hugoniot of boron nitride:
P 14W

2.0 Fig. 39 - Shock hugoniot of BN,
from Al'tshuler (ref. 2). The
experimental points are marked
by circles.
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Al'tshuler interprets the region between 900 and 190 kilobars as arising from

erroneous shock velocity measurements. We suggest, as an alternative explan-

ation, that the transition to cubic boron nitride was incomplete below 900 kilo-

bars. Similar partial transformation occurs in shocked carbon.1

The thickness of the stainless steel tubing may considerably inhibit the

inward transmission of pressure. In most of the experiments, the wall thickness

was .025 inches (.63mm); this is comparable to the wavelength of the pressure pulse,

travelling at the speed of sound. Acoustic mismatch, with reflection, may occur.

Although high pressure boron polymorphs have not been detected, it would

be premature to conclude that the pinch pressure did not reach the predicted

values. In order to clarify these results, experbits, with very thin walled

tubing wiil be conducted in the future.

4.5 Experiments with quartz LIQU/D-
11se, - -

CR1 0AL ITE

Fig. 40 - Phase diagram of SiO 2' I VAAPZ
2

Stishovite should be added, the A2M0

25
transition occurring at 160 kbar.ge 1 o

500 |

/Vt 20 3L Ito rO

-PRAESSURE

SiO 2 occurs in an unusually large number of high temperature and pressure.

polymorphs. Of the latter, coesite and stishovite have been found in natural

meteorite craters.18, 19 However, only stishovite has been recovered from labor-

atory shock wave experiments.21 Since conditions in the pinch may be similar
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to those in an impacting meteorite, a few experiments with used quartz rods

were attempted.

One 1/8 inch diameter GE fused quartz rod was shrunk to fit into a

stainless steel tube. The tube was then machined to a wall thickness of .25 mm.

The rod was fired with 8 capacitors at 17.7 kV. The oscillograph is reproduced

in figure 41.

Fig. 41 - Oscillograph. Fused quartz rod.
8 capacitors, 17.7 kV (Missing portions
of the curve were offscale. )

A very large amount of energy was put into the sample chamber in this

shot. An extraordinary amount of effort was required merely to disassemble

the phenolic blocks. Although the copper rings showed no indication of arcing,

they were expanded almost 1/8 inch. Outward pressure also apparently blew

out the steel guard ring to 5/8 inch ID and cracked the phenolic clamp blocks.

The boron nitride cylinder in the sample chamber was either compressed to

half its volume or blown away. No other experiment caused such damage.

Portions of the quartz rod and boron nitride cylinder were recovered

for analysis. The fragments were immersed in concentrated nitric acid in

order to prevent copper contamination. Unfortunately, it was not possible to

obtain Debye-Scherrer patterns until one week after the experiment had been run.

The SiO2 pattern showed lines of ordinary BN, aluminum (from the specimen
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holder), and iron. Bragg angles based on the reported spacings of a quartz,3

3 3 10 51 3 70
S quartz, tridymite, coesite, stishovite, silicon, and dense silicon

were checked against the pattern with no matches. There were four distinct

peaks which could not be identified; they correspond to d values of 1.31, 1.24,

1.21,and 1.16 angstroms.

The boron nitride powder produced no recognizable lines of any known

phase of boron nitride. Peaks corresponding to aluminum and iron were present

again. Two weeks later some more of the boron nitride pieces were ground and

analysed. This time all of the lines associated with ordinary boron nitride

appeared. There was no trace of zincblende or wurtzite BN, however.

The results of this experiment are intriguing because there is no apparent

explanation for them. Prior to the shot, the ground geometry of the capacitor

bank had been changed, but we can see no way this could have affected the discharge.

This was the only sample fired which had a conductor thickness comparable

with the skin depth; perhaps some sort of resonance occurred. The absence of

a quartz lines in the Debye-Scherrer pattern is not anomalous, since fused

quartz has no periodicity. Wackerle found that quartz shocked above 383 kilobars

became amorphous,52 thus it is possible that the rod was subjected to much

higher pressures than anticipated. It is also possible that fine grains of trans-

formed material escaped recovery. However, at this time, both of these

hypotheses are speculation. The d values obtained have never appeared in the

numerous stainless steel encased BN rods which have been analysed.

The lack of BN peaks in the powder pattern first run may be due to

experimental error, since the lines were present in the quartz pattern and in

the later BN pattern. However, it is difficult to imagine how a mistake could

have been made.
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The failure to observe traces of high-pressure quartz polymorphs can

thus be explained three ways:

a) Pressures above 380 kbars were reached, where the stable phase is

amorphous.

b) There was only time for small quantities of stishovite to form, which

were not recovered.

c) High pressures were not achieved.

The anomalous X-ray patterns could result from:

d) Experimental error (in procedure or by contamination)

e) Production of a new high pressure polymorph of SiO 2 , which spontaneously

converts (in powder form) to e-quartz within a few weeks, at STP.

The results obtained with iron suggest that hypothesis (b) is correct. Only further

experiments can distinguish between hypotheses (d) and (e).
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5. CONCLUSION

The electrical pinch may have a useful role to play in high pressure

research. A wide range of pressures and temperatures are theoretically

obtainable. The characteristics of the compression differ from. those of

conventional high pressure equipment, and may be valuable in studying reaction

mechanisms and temperature effects.

Our preliminary result is that the 130 kilobar transition in iron has been

produced by pinch generated pressure. Although some problems remain in

the interpretation of the data, we feel it is unlikely that this conclusion will be

modified. The attempts to produce high pressure modifications of boron nitride

and quartz have been inconclusive.
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